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OAKLAND, Calif. — Leaders of
the nation’s largest four-year public
university took to the pulpit Sunday
to preach the importance of going to
college.
The recruitment effort, dubbed
“Super Sunday,’’ sent administrators
of the California State University
system to 18 predominantly black
churches in Northern California in
an effort to boost enrollment.
“We all share a dream that more
of our young people will get a
chance to go to college,’’ said CSU
Chancellor Charles Reed, who
spoke at the Acts Full Gospel of God
and Christ Church in Oakland.
Super Sunday, in its second year,
drew a number of campus presidents
as participants as well as Lt. Gov.
John Garamendi, a member of
CSU’s Board ofTrustees, who spoke
at a church in nearby Hayward. A
sweep of Southern California
churches also is planned.
Officials credit last year’s effort
with helping push black applications
up by 12 percent.
“We want all our children to get
this chance,’’ Reed said, drawing
choruses of “Amen,” fixim the audi
ence.
About 6 percent of CSU’s stu
dents 4(M),(K)()-plus students are
black, compared to a state popula
tion that is about 7 percent black.
Reed said he’s proud of CSU’s
diversity, “but I know that we all
have more to do.’’
As is true at colleges across the
country, there is a gender gap with
black women outnumbering men.
Black men represent about 3.5 persee Recruitment, page 2

In an effort to be more environmentally friendly, Campus Dining is
looking to switch all polystyrene products to a more compostable
version — even if it means price increases around Cal Poly.
Taylor Moore
MUSTANC; UAILY

Campus Dining started implementing a new plan Monday to nuke Cal Poly a more
environmentally conscious school by replacing all polystyrene (pbstic foam like
Styrofoam) products with their biodegradable counterparts.
The first of the dining facilities to be affected is Julian’s, which replaced its polystyrene
cups with a new, compostable alternative.
. “My goal is to have Julian’s be foam-fiee by the end of February,’’said Campus Dining
associate director Alan Cushman.“! am expecting to beat that goal too.’’
Since his arrival to Cal Poly in 1984, Cushman has been a constant supporter in the
drive to make Cal Poly a sustainable, environmentally friendly campus. Beginning in
1995, he has helped Campus Dining win 11 consecutive awards fix>m the Waste
Reduction Awards Program.
i
With the recent availability of biodegradable cups, Cushman immediately jump>ed at
c
the chance to nuke them available at Cal Poly. Working with the Integrated Waste
5
Management Authority, school faculty and his staff, Cushman was able to purchase the
^
new cups.
f
Polystyrene, which is neither recyclable or biodegradable, is the cheaper alternative for S
Campus Dining. Each plastic foam cup from Julian’s costs approximately 2 cents.
^
The environmentally friendly cups cost approximately 10 cents, with an additional 5 5
see Polystyrene, page 2
S

N ew dub strives to change perspective on Middle East
Josh Krane
MUSTANC; m iL Y

A new campus club is offering students a
fresh look at Middle Eastern culture through
scheduled recreational and educational campus
events during this week’s Arab Awareness Week.
“It’s a really quick way of getting an intense
course on Arab culture and erasing any preju
dice that’s been created throughout the years.
When people think Arab, they often think
bombing right away. But they’re overlooking
great music, art, food and beautiful history. We’re

trying to bring out the positive Arab culture,’’
said architectural engineering junior Marya
Mikati, vice president o f Students for Justice and
Peace in the Middle East, a campus club that
started this fall.
Author and CSU Stanislaus political science
professor As’ad AbuKhalil will speak Wednesday
about this summer’s conflict in Lebanon at 7
p.m. in .the Business building. AbuKhalil, a
Lebanon native, has written three books, includ
ing the “Historical Dictionary of Lebanon’’and,
most recently, “The Battle For Saudi Arabia:
Royalty, Fundamentalism, and Global Power.’’

He is also a visiting professor at UC Berkeley.
“He’s going to show students a different side
of what’s happening in Lebanon that maybe
they haven’t heard much about in the media,’’
said business senior Stella Atiya, president of
Students for Justice and Peace in the Middle
East.
The style, food and art of countries through
out the Middle East will be showcased in an
event tonight at 7 p.m in Chumash Auditorium.
The event will feature traditional live music,
see Week, page 2

C al Poly freshman, 400,000 Faces assemble for Darfrir
Computer
engineering
freshman
Jeremy
RiddeUKaufman logs
on to facebook, which
he uses as a
way of advo
cating for the
Darfur pixv
ject 400,000
Faces.
GRAIG MANTLE
MUSTANt; UAIIY

“What (the survivor) said was
incredibly
moving,”
RiddellKaufhian said. He asked her what he
Approximately 4(K),(MK) people
could do to help. “Her answer was
have died in the Darfur region of has died in Darfur. The group plans that ‘you’re the dream that we fought
Sudan, and almost 2.5 million have to compile 1(K) pictures of its mem every day to keep alive.’”
been “displaced,” according to esti bers on a page and have a “lay-down”
Riddell-Kaufinan then made it his
mates by the now defunct Coalition of 4,(XX) pages around 212 college mission to do everything in his
for International Justice. As a reaction campuses on April 28.
power to make a difference.
to this, computer engineering fresh
“My passion for advocacy stems
“When I learned about Darfur
man Jeremy Riddell-Kaufinan has set back to my junior year in high during my senior year, I felt a con
up his own advocacy group: 4(K),()(K) school,” Riddell-Kaufinan said. He nection,” he said.
Inspiration also came from the
spent his junior year in Israel visiting
Faces.
He created the project looking to concentration camps from the “Paperclips Campaign,” in which a
get 4(X),(KK) people to join, with each Holocaust and talking with a sur- million paperclips were collected to
• ..
I.^,pcpon u^j>p5CTiting .someone ,who ‘•Vivon •• X >.w.
see Faces, page 2
Jackie Pugh
M USTANt; HAIIY

N ew s e dito r: Kristen Marschall • mustan 3dailynew s@ 3m ail.com
M

Recruitment
continued from page I

cent of recent high school students hut only 2.5 percent of new
eSU freshmen.
Super Sunday is one of a number of initiatives aimed at
increasing minority enrollment. In another program. C'SU
orters classes targeted at Hispanic parents to explain the
mechanics of preparing their children for college and dispel any
cultural resistance there may be to applying for financial aid.
The idea of visiting black churches grew out of meetings
with communiry leaders.
“We are inspired and were impressed with his direct
approach to reach African-Americans,” Doris Limbrick, a
senior associate pastor at Acts Full Gospel, said as she introduced
Reed.
Nationally, it’s not unusual for colleges to work with various
commumty organizations, including churches, for recruitment
ertbrts. liut the CSU campaign stands out in its reach and

continued from page I

cents for the necessary' paper insula
tors.
With the mughly 15-cent increase,
students should expect to see a
change in pricing at many of the
Campus Dining facilities.
“Prices will not be affected this
year, but they will increase next year,”
Cushman said.
Students have had mixed feelings
regarding the price change because of
the environmental difference it will
make.
“I think it depends. I probably
would buy less depending on the
increase,” said Dimitri Antoniou, an
envimnniental management and pro
tection junior.
The initial change will be difficult,
Cushman said. Although the cup is
environmentally friendly, its lid, a solid
plastic, will not be biodegradable, but
IS recyclable. He hopes students will
put in a conscious effort to place
biodegradable prx>ducts in their cor
rect waste areas in the garbage cans
and lids in the recyclable units for
maximum sustainability.
Eventually, the lids will be replaced
with biodegradable units, but those
have yet to be made There are plans
for the creation of the lids through the
design of Keith Vorst, an industrial
tech n o lt^ professor, and his students
in IT 435, Packaging Development.
The group has designed a food carton
that is made from potato starch and is
completely biodegradable.
The class began research on the
composting of the container on Feb.
12.

The container, which Cushman
plans to use in the future, is made of
the same material that the new lids
will be created with.
Julian’s manager Patti Reaves did
not have much information on the
changing of the cups. When asked if
she expected to see a change in busi
ness, Reaves said, “I have no clue.
We’ll have to see.”
Cushman hopes to make the entire
University Union polystyrene-free by
the end of spring quarter and has even
higher goals for the following year.
“My overall goal is by next fall all
of C^impus Dining will be poly
styrene-free,” Cushman said.
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to young people and their families where they live and not
expecting them to come to us.”
On Sunday, Reed kept his message simple.
Read to your kids, he told parents and grandparents in the
congregation, give them a quiet place to do their homework, and
make sure they’re doing it. He urged students to make sure they
take the courses required for admission to the CSU and
University of California systems and pointed them to a “How to
Get to C'ollege” poster produced by CSU that spells out the steps
involved and available at an information table in the lobby.
After Reed spoke, a number of parents, students and some
grandparents approached the information table to pick up hand
outs and talk to CSU staff.
A.SStXJAlH) PRFSS
Among those handing out information was CSU East Bay
Bishop Jerry Maddin, left, greets California Ll G o v . John Garamendi senior Chantel Johnson, who was pleased to see that “People are
at Glad Tidily Qumh ftSGod in Christ Sund^, in Hi^'watd, Cali£ definitely interested.The response is really great.’’Johnson knows
firsthand the importance of outreach; her path to a degree in
depth, said Melanie Corrigan, associate director of national ini social work fixini CSU began with a recruitment program aimed
tiatives at the American C'ouncil on Education.
at foster youth.
“It really is a remarkable effort,” she said. “It’s about talking
“I see the great need for a program like this,” she said.

Faces
continued from page I

show how many people were killed during the
Holocaust. To incorporate photos of members
into his group, Riddell-Kaufman decided to pro
mote 4(K),(K)<) Faces through facebook, the social
networking Web site.
“When I was typing up information for facebook, peoples’ pictures were already on it, all
someone would have to do is join,” RiddellKaufrnan said. The group grew exponentially,
receiving 15,(XX) to 20,(XX) new members per day
until it leveled off between 2,(XX) and 5,(XX) a day.
The advocacy club reached its 4(X),(XX) member
goal on Jan. 9 and has since been oscillating.
As for the photos, they were collected on Jan.
15 under guidelines provided by facebook.“We’ve
worked with facebook on how to get the pictures
and we are under contract with them so that we
can only use those pictures specifically for this
project,” Riddell-Kaufman said.

Week
continued from page I

belly dancing and food catered by
local restaurant Jaffa Cafe.
Traditional Middle Eastern arti
facts and instruments will also be
on display.
“It’s kind of a fun night for
everyone to enjoy Arab culture,”
said journalism freshman Daleen
Saah, treasurer for Students for
Justice and Peace in the Middle
East.

The lay-down is scheduled for April 28 during
rallies for Darfur that will happen at universities
across the nation. A photo of the event will then
be sent to congressmen, U.N. officials, local and
major news stations, and those whose influence
matters and have the best chance to create change.
The group is working with Amnesty
International to promote their cause with
fundraising and the distribution portion of the
project. “They’ve helped out significantly,”
Riddell-Kaufhian said.“Being part of Amnesty ...
helps with credibility; we are no longer just a facebook group.”
Riddell-Kaufman, while receiving interest
from across the nation in his efforts to help the
Darfiar conflict, has also gotten help from organi
zations and students at Cal Poly including the
Student Community Services’ group Raise the
Respect and people from Student Life and
Leadership.
“if students come with a social issue, we really
try to help,” said Stephan Lamb, associate director

On Thursday, the film “About
Baghdad” will be shown in the
Graphic Arts building, room 106,
at 7 p.m. Filmed in July 2(K)3, the
documentary focuses on Baghdad
residents living in a postwar Iraq. A
discussion forum will take place
after the showing.
“Tragedy in the Holy Land,” a
film
that
examines
the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict from a
historical perspective, was shown
Monday night in the Business
building.

of Student Life and Leadership. “1 also just think
it’s a wonderful idea.”
With the support from Cal Poly and the
4()(),000 other people that have joined the
group, Riddell-Kaufman is looking to make a
change. He has organized chapters and pro
moted his own representatives to keep the pro
gram going, and to follow through with trying
to get Congress, the U.N. or even the Bush
administration to help alleviate the situation in
Sudan.
Riddell-Kaufman keeps an optimistic out
look on the success of the project.
“ 1 definitely think this will make an impact,”
he said. “And even if it doesn’t wake up the
entire nation, what I’ve found is that in every
1,000 people, there are a few that are willing to
put in an enormous amount o f work.”
For more information about the 400,000
Faces project, check it out on facebook or the
Web sites www.studentsfordarfur.org and
www.amnestyusa.org.
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Festive Mardi
Gras w eekend has
French Quarter
businesses sm iling
Mary Foster
ASSCX:iATEn PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — The final
weekend leading up to Mardi Gras
has been a boon for hotels, restau
rants and bars, with business general
ly brisker than last year, the first
Carnival since Hurricane Katrina
devastated the city.
“The weekend was surprisingly
busy,” said Earl Bernhardt, co-owner
of two bars and a blues club in the
French Quarter. “The crowd is big
ger and they’re spending a lot of
money.”
Merchants, hotel operators and
others felt the crowd would exceed
the 700,000 the New Orleans
Convention and Visitors Bureau said
visited the city during the same time
period last year.
“It was an excellent weekend,”
said Michael Valentino, managing
partner of three French Quarter
hotels. He said, “There is clearly
more demand this year. It’s feeling
more like our normal Mardi Gras
pressure.”
More than 95 percent of the city’s
total available rooms were reserved
for Mardi Gras weekend, said Fred
Sawyers, president of the Greater
New Orleans Hotel & Lodging
Association and general manager of
the New Orleans Hilton.
That’s up from 92 percent occu-

pancy for the first weekend of
Carnival, Feb. 10 to 11, he said.
The city was eager to stage its
annual pre-Lenten celebration last
year to show tourists that they could
return.
The
first
Carnival
since
Hurricane Katrina was scaled down
— 68 daily flights into the city, 42
parades rolled and 600 restaurants
open, according to the New Orleans
Tourism Marketing Corporation. O f
the 20,000 hotel rooms habitable last
year, only 13,000 were available to
visitors. The rest were taken by the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency, volunteers and contractors.
This year there are 30,(KM) hotel*
rooms, 1,648 restaurants open, 110
daily flights and 50 major parades,
according to the marketing corpora
tion.
One of the lingering problems for
restaurants and bars is the lack of
employees. Since Hurricane Katrina
scattered the city’s residents, many
places have scrambled to get work
ers.
At Pat O ’Brien’s, the famous
Quarter bar and patio that is home
to the rum drink the Hurricane, vis
itors did not seem to mind the
shortage, said Shelly Waguespack,
vice president of administration.
“People seem to understand,” she
said. “It’s a happy group. They aren’t
complaining.”
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PASADENA (AP) —
World-famous architect Frank
Gehry is lending his vaunted
design expertise free of charge for
a makeover and expansion of the
Pasadena Playhouse.
Gehry
designed
the
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao in
Spain and the metal-clad Walt
Disney Concert Hall in down
town Los Angeles, among other
well-known structures.
• • •
BERKELEY
(AP)
—
Teenagers from upscale areas of
Alameda and Contra Costa coun
ties are more likely to abuse alco
hol and drugs than their counter
parts ftxjin poorer neighborhoods,
according to state data.
A comparison of state Healthy
Kids Survey results with levels of
wealth in the counties’ school dis
tricts shows that youth substance
abuse is more common in areas
with more affluent residents.
Experts who work with young
substance abusers — and teens
themselves — said money, the
pressure to succeed and denial
among parents all contribute to
the higher rates of abuse.
Alcohol and drugs may also
seem less glamorous in poorer
communities, said Suniya Luthar,
a professor at
Columbia
University.

D E T R O IT (AP) — Will
Donald Trump put his hair
where his mouth is?
Trump and World Wrestling
Entertainment owner Vince
McMahon will pick a wrestler to
represent them in the ring April
1 at Wrestlemania 23 at Detroit’s
Ford Field, The Detroit News
reported last week.
If their pick is beaten in the
“Battle of the Billionaires,” the
loser will get his head shaved
after the match, the Detroit Free
Press reported Monday.
WWE spokesman Gary Davis
said the date of the event had
prompted speculation that it was
a hoax. But it’s not an April
Fool’s Day joke, he said.
• • •
BLUFFTON, S.C. (AP) —
Republican presidential candi
date John McCain said Monday
the war in Iraq has been mis
managed for years and former
Defense
Secretary
Donald
Rumsfeld will be remembered as
one of the worst in history. “We
are paying a very heavy price for
the mismanagement — that’s the
kindest word I can give you —
of Donald Rumsfeld, o f this
war,” the Arizona senator told an
overflow crowd of more than
8(M) at a retirement community
near Hilton Head Island, S.C.

M O SC O W (A P) — The
launch of a Russian-built nuclear
power plant in Iran could be
delayed because Iran has fallen
behind in payments, Russian
officials said Monday.Top Iranian
officials swiftly denied that pay
ments had been disrupted, in the
latest dispute surrounding the
deal at the heart of the two
countries’ nuclear cooperation.
Last year, Russia agreed to ship
nuclear fuel to Bushehr — Iran’s
first nuclear plant — by March
2007 and launch the facility in
September.
• • •
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Insurgents staged a bold daylight
assault against a U.S. combat post
north of the capital Monday —
first striking with a suicide car
bombing, then firing on soldiers
pinned down in a former Iraqi
police station. At least two sol
diers were killed and 17 wound
ed, the military said.
Elsewhere, three U.S. soldiers
were killed and two were
wounded in a roadside bombing
southwest of Baghdad on
Monday, the U.S. military said.
The military also announced the
deaths of three Marines and one
soldier since Saturday while con
ducting combat operations in the
western province of Anbar.

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience
that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

I U.S ARMY r

Find out more about Army ROTC's Summer Leader's Training Course.
Contact LTC (Ret) Gus Lecaros at 805-756-7690, email alecaros@calDolv.edu
BILL HABER ASS(x:iATED PRESS

Mardi Gras reveler Leigh Silverstri is already in costume as she walks
through the streets of the historic French Quarter of New Orleans,
Sunday, Feb. 18, 2007. Many people were getting a jump on Mardi
Gras, which is today, by trying out their costumes a little early.

2LT Chad Carton at 805-756-7686, email CQarton@calDolv.edu
MAJ Wellman at 805-756-7685, email rvyellman@calDolv.edu
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Steady rain soaks Southern
California, strands two in
m iddle o f L A . River
Alex Veiga
ASSO C:iATEI) PRESS

LOS ANGELES — A storm that swept through Southern California
on Monday stranded two people in the Los Angeles River while drench
ing roads and causing dozens of accidents.
The heaviest downpour occurred in San Diego County, leading the
National Weather Service to issue a small stream flood advisory for sev
eral hours.
"The center of the storm made a beeline for San Diego,” said Steve
Vanderburg, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in San
Diego County. “We haven’t seen anything this heavy this season.”
Uy midday, many areas in San Diego County had received up to 1 1/2
inches, said Vanderburg.
The rain was lighter in Los Angeles County, with most areas picking
up less than half an inch. Downtown Los Angeles barely saw one-tenth
o f an inch.
The showers “moved out fast enough to where we had no urban or
small street flooding,” said Jamie Meier, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in Ventura County.
Some foothill and mountain areas saw up to an inch of rain, while
spots above 4,000 feet picked up as much as 7 inches of snow.
Southern California was expected to get a reprieve from rainfall for a
few days.
“We do have another similar system coming down Wednesday night,
so we will again see rain on Thursday likely,” Meier said.
Storm water brought rushing torrents to the Los Angeles River, leav
ing two people stranded on an outcrop of dirt and vegetation in a sec
tion of the often dry waterway.
Fire crews used a small inflatable boat to ferry the two people — a 50year-old man and 39-year-old woman — to safety.Their names were not
immediately released, and it was not clear how long they had been on the
patch of earth in the Los Feliz district near downtown Los Angeles.
Neither was hurt nor had been in any immediate danger. Fire
Department spokesman Brian Humphrey said.
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Satellite radio rivals X M and
Sirius agree to com bination,
but r^;ulatoiy hurdles loom
Seth Sutel
A SStx:iATEn PRESS

NEW YORK — XM Satellite
Radio Holdings Inc. and Sirius
Satellite Radio Inc., rivals in the
fledgling satellite radio industry, have
agreed to combine in a deal that
investors hope will result in lower
costs, assuming it overcomes signifi
cant regulatory hurdles.
The companies billed the deal
announced Monday as a merger of
equals, with shareholders of both
companies owning approximately
50 percent of the combined entity.
However, Sirius will be giving $4.57
billion of its stock to XM sharehold
ers, a substantial premium to the
value of their shares.
Sirius’ Chief Executive Mel
Karmazin will lead the combined
company, and XM’s CEO Hugh
Fanero will stay on only until the
deal is closed. XM Chairman Gary
Parsons will remain in that role.
The deal faces substantial obsta
cles in Washington, including a
Federal
Communications
Commission provision that specifi
cally forbids the two companies to
combine.
Analysts have noted that the FCC
could change the rule, but in a state
ment late Monday FCC Chairman
Kevin Martin said that the “hurdle”
would be “high” to prove that the
deal would be in the public interest.
“The companies would need to
demonstrate that consumers would
clearly be better off with both more
choice and affordable prices,” Martin
said.
A combination would also have
to meet antitrust approval from the

Department of Justice. The compa
nies are expected to argue that they
compete not only with each other
but also with traditional radio and a
growing base of digital audio sources
such as iPods, mobile phones and
non-satellite digital radio.
The XM shareholders will receive
4.6 shares of Sirius stock for every
share they own, valuing them at
$17.02 each based on Friday’s clos
ing price for Sirius shares. That gives
XM shareholders a premium of 22
percent to the $13.98 closing value
of their stock on Friday. Markets
were closed Monday for the
Presidents’ Day holiday.
Investors and analysts have been
speculating about a deal for months,
and are hoping that the cost savings
that would result would make up for
softening retail demand for satellite
radio units. Both services offer
dozens of channels of talk and com
mercial-free music for monthly fees
of about $13.
XM radio receivers can’t receive
signals from Sirius, and vice versa.
But Karmazin and Parsons said in an
interview that the companies are
working on developing a receiver
that could receive both signals.
In the meantime, they said,
assuming the deal goes through, the
companies would make other
arrangements to bring programming
that’s currendy exclusive to one
provider to listeners of the other,
such as getting Major League
Baseball games — currendy only
available on XM — to Sirius listen
ers.
“We will be taking every effort to
find the best possible programming

combination,” Parsons said.
It’s too early to say what the deal
will mean for subscription prices.
The merger could bring down the
cost of providing service, but at the
same time give the company more
pricing power as the only U.S. satel
lite radio provider.
Karmazin declined to comment
specifically about how much the
companies hoped to save by the
merger, but he said he expected the
deal to clear regulatory approval and
close within six to nine months.“We
understand that there’s a lot of work
to be done,” Karmazin said.
Neither XM nor Sirius have
turned a profit yet as they spent
heavily to build up their program
ming lineups and subscriber bases,
including a five-year, $500 million
contract that Sirius made with the
shock jock Howard Stern. Both
stocks declined more than 40 per
cent last year on concerns about
their continued growth in sub
scribers, but investors have held out
hope of a merger.
The combined company would
have had about $1.5 billion in rev
enues in 2006 and about 14 million
subscribers, they said.The companies
said they would work together to
decide on a new name and also to
determine where it would be based.
XM is based in Washington, while
Sirius is based in New York.
The new company’s board will
have 12 members, including Parsons,
Karmazin, four independent direc
tors named by each company, and
one representative each from
General Motors Corp. and Honda
Motor Co.

Scientific experts express doubt about
Bush adrniriistEatior^ new warhead plan
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A panel o f scientific
experts expressed skepticism about a Bush administra
tion plan to revamp the nation’s nuclear weapons arse
nal with a warhead now on the drawing board.
The panel, composed mostly o f former Energy
Department and nuclear-weapons lab executives,
refused to endorse the proposal, saying that there is
inadequate evidence that the current stockpile is dete
riorating as the administration claims.
The uncertainty about the warheads’ lifespan “is
serious and it’s legitimate, but it’s not yet empirical,”
said the panel’s chairman, physicist C. Bruce Tarter, a
former director
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L
i
v
e
rmore
Martin Luther King
N a t i o n a l
Laboratory. The
lab has bid to
oversee
the
development o f
the
proposed
new warhead.
Los
Alamos
N a t i o n a l
Laboratory
in
New Mexico is
the other facility
Prettmed by C Msion Weevef
competing for
teyCRCR.ASIAStuAemAffairs
the lead role in
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the development
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o f the new bomb, dubbed the Reliable Replacement
Warhead, or RRW.
The Bush administration had planned to announce
a decision several weeks ago on which lab’s design
would prevail, but unknown factors have delayed the
decision.
The experts presented their doubts before the
annual meeting o f the American Association for the
Advancement o f Science. They found many o f the
claimed benefits o f RRW vague and uncertain, and
said they will not be felt until some time in the dis
tant future.
“ If there aren’t numbers for costs or schedules, how
do you know it’s better than what you’re doing?”
Tarter wondered.
Both labs have described their proposals for the
new warhead as “conservative” blueprints meant to
assure reliability without violating a moratorium on
full-scale nuclear testing in place since 1992.
That inability to test was one o f the factors that
concerned the scientists. “Certifying a new nuclear
explosive package remains an unproven technical
feat,” said Raymond Jeanloz, a panel member and
University of California, Berkeley planetary scientist.
But Gen. James Cartwright, commander o f the U.S.
Strategic Command, which oversees U.S. nuclear
forces, said RRW is vitally important.
“If the policy is to have nuclear weapons, the poli
cy ought to be to make them as secure as possible, as
safe as possible. Anything less is irresponsible,” he said.
»t*»I f»•‘tl If»
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Israeli-Palestinian sum m it ends with few signs o f progress
Anne Gearan
ASSCX:iATEI) PRESS

JERUSALEM — A Middle East
peace suirunit designed to open a new
chapter for Israelis and Palesrinians fed
up with violence concluded Monday
with no new agreements and a pledge
to keep talking.
The United States, which had
pushed for the session, said it was an
accomplishment merely to hold such
a get together for the first time in six
years. After two hours of talks with
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
and Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas, Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice stood alone in a bare-bones
hotel function room to call the session
“useful and productive.”
The prospect of any immediate
success here essentially was hijacked
by Abbas’ surprise announcement last
week that he will govern hand-inhand with the militant group Hamas.
The United States and Israel list
Hamas as a terrorist group and refuse
all dealings with the group.
Speaking to reporters. Rice said the
meeting was particularly valuable,
however, in light of the lingering
uncertainties over Abbas’ pact with
Hamas.
“I think the real value here is that
they sat down to talk with each other
pretty early in this process,” Rice said.
“1 could have made the decision
that, well, rU just wait until this all
sorts out,” Rice said, but she said that
could have created new obstacles. “We
thought it would be best to go
ahead,” the secretary added.
Neither Rice nor other U.S. offi
cials would describe the content of
the session, although Israeli and
Palestinian officials offered some
details.
Olmert said he and Abbas agreed
to maintain an open channel of com
munication, focused both on imprcwing the lives of Palestinians and stop
ping terrorism.
“What we have heard today has
nothing to do with a partnership,” said
Mohammed Dahlan, an Abbas confi
dant.
“Abu Mäzen is determined to go
ahead with this national unity gov
ernment. There is no backing down,”
Oahlah said.
Abbas has said that the deal bro
kered by Saudi Arabia is the best one
he could get from Hamas, and that he
would move ahead with forming a
coalition. The power-sharing deal is
seen as crucial to halting internal
Palestinian fighting that has killed
more than 130 since May.
Abbas and Olmert also discus.sed
possibly extending a 3-month-oId
cease-fire covering the Gaza Strip to
include the West Bank, said Palestinian
negotiator Saeb Erekat.
Hamas spokesman Ismail Rad wan
called Monday’s summit a failure.
“Rice did not succeed in pressur
ing President Abbas to withdraw ftoin
the unity government. We call on the
U.S. administration to respect the
Palestinian people’s will and reccignize
the government and open a dialogue
with the government,” he said.
A senior State Department official,
speaking on condition of anonymity
to describe the closed-door session,
said it was an “an irreplaceable oppor
tunity to clear the air.”
Meanwhile, Israeli police arrested
three protesters who managed to
enter the floor of the Jerusalem hotel
where Rice is staying, a spokesman
said.
The three entered the hotel,
climbed the stairs to the floor where
Rice is staying and shouted before

they were stopped by
bodyguards, police
spokesman
Micky
Rosenfeld said. They
called on the United
States
to
free
Jonathan Pollard, an
American who is
serving a life term in
the United States for
spying for Israel.
Israeli
police
arrested the three
before they got very
close to Rice’s room,
Rosenfeld said. It was
not clear if Rice was
in the room at the
time, he said.
The
three-way
meeting was planned
before Abbas made
his pact with Hamas.
The gathering was
meant to offer weary
Palestinians a brighter
vision for their future
by opening a discus
.
MATTY STERN UNITE!) .STATES EMBA.SSY
sion of the contours
Bringing Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, right, and Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas, left, together.
of
an
eventual
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice hoped to discuss major issues in general terms, hampered by an incoming Palestinian
Palestinian state.
government that would not explicitly recognize Israel at a meeting in Jerusalem.
It also was a way to
strengthen Abbas in his power strug- dations during Bush’s first term, but is ing.
Rice’s suite overlooking Jerusalem’s
All sides had low expectations for Old City, continuing talks for another
gle with Hamas, which surprised the displaying a new interest in the old
Bush administration by defeating problem. Rice said she understands Monday’s three-way session, even hour in a more comfortable setting. At
Abbas’ secular Fatah Party in elections that the United States plays a crucial before la.st week’s announcement. The one point the group walked onto
13 months ago.
_ role as host and prod, U.S. officials session was billed as a baby step to Rice’s balcony, each with a view of
build confidence between two sides some of the most revered and disput
Although U.S. officials brush off said.
The Hamas deal shifted the ground estranged by historic grievances and ed real estate in the world.
any suggestion the pact has tainted
Many of the core questions that
Abbas, diplomats have not hidden for talks, but Abbas and Olmert years of low-level fighting.
agreed
to
meet
separately
soon
and
frame
the hoped-for destination — an
The session got off to a lackluster
their displeasure with both the con
start, with Rice, Abbas and Olmert independent Palestine alongside Israel
tent and timing of the deal he made. Rice said she will return quickly.
There' is no set date for another clasping hands together and flashing — apparently would not be on the
Both the United States and Israel
polite smiles for the cameras in a spare table Monday. Those include the bor
have said they will continue to deal three-way meeting.
ders and the fate of disputed areas of
“That’s a tool that everybixly can hotel conference room.
with Abbas, although it is unclear how
Jerusalem.
pick
up
and
use
when
everybody
The
three
met
without
any
aides,
much authority he will command in
A thin.1 or more of the session was
thinks it’s useful to do it,” State except for Rice’s Arabic interpreter,
the new government.
devoted to discussion of the planned
spokesman
Sean officials said.
The Bush administration resisted Department
After about an hour, they moved to coalition government.
the troubled Israeli-Palestinian nego- McCormack said following the meet
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ndependent record label Kill
Rock Stars has acted, and still
acts, as the home for lists of
artists with high acclaim and notori
ety including The Decemberists,
Sleater Kinney, Elliot Smith and
Deerhoof. Somewhere in this swirl of
indie heavyweights lie multiple
unique and weird bands who don’t
quite catch on. They Shoot Horses,
Don’t They? is one of these bands.
For some reason, the band is one
I’m draw'll to even though produc
tion problems made their debut
album a bit lackluster.
There was something unchained
and bizarre in it that grabbed my
attention. It is for that reason that I

I

7em ò ^ound

IFounè ^eund

booked them to play here last
Wednesday.
They arrived only to unload their
laundry at the Steynberg Ciallery and
jet over to my house for a quick pasta
dinner. Their lead singer. Josh, is list
ed on their Web site by the name Nut
Brown, and he’s a skinny, bearded
man. Four other band members
wandered in with him: a soft-spoken
heavier keyboardist, two dark-haired
brass instrument wielders, and a skin
ny blonde drummer who usually
plays with You Say Party! We Say Die!
The crew seemed extremely
thrown together and lacked the styl
ized appearance that tends to pervade
most bands.

...

--------------

T h ^ Shoot Horses show trashy
When they took the stage though.
They Shoot Horses became a crazed
back-alley jazz band. Band members
strewed a bag of assorted trash across
the floor and played blocks of wood,
metal rings and broken guitars as
extra percussion.
A saxophone and a trumpet blast
ed from the floor where their players
would alternately move between
their instruments and whatever
garbage they found.
The keyboardist — who frequent
ly wanders off by himself for hours
— swelled with intensity and howled
out lyrics along with Nut Brown
while rocking back and forth. All this
flew out among awesome drumming
from Bruce 1)yck, whose other band
has toured with The Blood Brothers
and Pretty Ciirls Make Graves. Peter
Steynberg, owner of the Steynberg
Gallery, pointed out the drumming as
a highlight.
In concert, their songs picked up
the frenzy and wildness that their
album doesn’t show. “The Bugs”
inspired woodsy dancing that the
recordings don’t quite seem to con
vey and the new songs from their
upcoming album filled out the set
nicely.

MATTHEW PAUL BARTLF50N CXIURI KSY PHOTO

Lead singer Nut Brown and the band They Shoot Horses rolled into
town last week to play a Valentine’s Day show at the Steynberg Gallery,

With the performance over, they “Dark Side of the Moon” is when
returned to an assortment of various synched up with “The Wizard of
musicians. Conversation during the Oz.” The quiet keyboardist is really
rest of the night pointed out the dif the main one who seems to jive
ferences as cans of Coors piled up. along with niy indie music trivia,
Bruce finds the love in ‘90s music and which 1 spew out whenever I have a
hates Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin, conversation with anyone.
josh defends these bands although he
The point is, this band looks and
mainly focuses on how awesome acts like a bunch o f street perform
ers found in a weird part of town.
Pick up whoever you can; a crazy
drummer, an introverted piano man,
a saxophone and a bag o f trash.
W hen they took the stage though) T hey Shoot Horses
Then if you got a guitar, man, you
became a crazed back-alley jazz b an d
got yourself a band.
Show Tip: Chamber folk band
Band members strewed a bag o f assorted trash across
All My Pretty Ones will be playing
the
Steynberg Gallery Wednesday
the floor and played blocks o f wood, metal ting^ and
night. The Bloody Heads will be
broken gMhais as exna pooission.
playing at Downtown Brewing Co.
on Friday.

“Live on Stage” at BackStage Pizza
Melissa Montecuollo

CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER

Every month BackStage Pizza
hosts a variety of bands and
solo artists for their “Live on
Stage" concerts.
The tradition began back
when BackStage opened. Elvis
and
M a r ily n
M o n ro e
impersonators headlined the
grand opening.
Since then the tradition has
increased to a wide variety of
music, with everything from jazz
to soft rock to acoustic. “The
music is usually pretty mellow,"
said BackStage supervisor
Janelle Dufour. “Since the
building is not meant for really
loud music."
Nevertheless, about two to
three bands a week perform at
BackStage. Many are local
artists who play around the

area. Even a few former and
current C a l Poly students
perform, like Play It By.
While BackStage hosts many
local bands, it is also a hot spot
for groups on tour as well. Jill
Cohn, Cadillac Angels, Travis
Larson. Corey NItschke, and Fish
Out of Water all frequently stop
at BackStage on California coast
tours.
This quarter BackStage has
expa n d e d the n um ber of
performers by adding evening
sho w s, w hich have been
extremely good for business,
according to Dufour.
Tim Jackson, Ted Waterhouse
and Kurt Miller will perform on
Feb. 21, 27 and 28, repectively,
at 11 am. The Travis Larson
Band will be here Friday night,
M arch 2 at 6pm and T h e
University Ja zz Band will play

on March 8 and 15, at noon.
“It’s fun for anyone, any age,"
said Dufour. “You doni have to
pay a cover charge and there’s
no drinking either."
If you want your band to play,
call Jeanette at (805) 756-1275.

C a d illa c A n g e ls , 5 0 ’s/60’s
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Famous boxer presents
his nuts to the m asses
D ennis M ongello
T he T r ia n g le (D r e x e i U.)

When I first heard that
Muhammad Ali lent his name to
an energy snack brand, 1 thought,
“Oh no, they told Ali to sign a
birthday check when he turned
75 recently, but it was actually a
contract to sign away the rights to
his likeness.” My mind is cynical
like that.
But then 1 saw an ad for the
snacks, called G.O.A.T., and they
looked legit. The packaging was
clean, the ad was riddled with
memorable Ali quotes, and 1 was
hungry. I wanted to try them out,
but they don’t go on sale until
today. By some good fortune, I
was able to try some early, so I’ll
let you know what to expect
when you go into the bookstore
and are looking for some grub.
First o f all, the snacks are bro
ken down into three varieties:
Jabs, Shuffle and Kumble. Each of
these is different and comes in its
own size. Furthermore, each indi
vidual flavor or each type of snack
is given a “round” designation.
Snack of different rounds are sup
posed to give you a different kind
of boost. I doubt this is little more
than something a marketer
cooked up somewhere.
The snacks all seemed relative
ly equal both in their energy-giv
ing properties and their nutrition
al value. Still, the rounds add to
the boxing metaphor, because
while they have Ali’s likeness for
the packaging, it’s kind of faint.
He is the greatest of all time and
one of the most recognizable box
ers in the world. It should really
be more-prominent.
The first o f the snacks I had
were the jabs. These oddly shaped
puffed corn things tasted like a
cross (oh, there’s another boxing
pun) between Bugles and the
Italian pasta gnocchi. It has a
corny crunch, but seems to leave
behind a doughy aftertaste. The
flavors they used for this are kind
of bland, and the flavoring pow
der will get all over your hands
and clothes like white cheddar
C'heez-Its if you aren’t careful.
Still, the bland taste is better

The great 21st birthday phobia
ost
college
students get
Vlil.VITl’ ROl
excited about / md
DRIVER LICENSE
turning 21. Finally, the
A 1234567
bars are an option on the
urritMl •« •o-o
weekend and alcohol is
C h r is t ip a ^ C ^ s c
easily accessible. However,
J o u r n a ijis r a -jp n
I am not in that group of
A ta s < ;a c le r o ,
excited college students. I
0 2 -2 1 ^ 1 ^ 8 6 7
am more scared and upset
than anything else.
ie
T
ii. 2007
The scared part may
seem silly to you, but I am
not a fan of vomiting.
Every single line said to me
night to drink until I get sick. 1just
since last month has been, “You’ll
want a nice first beer with the peo
probably want to wear a bib” or
ple that matter the most.
something of that sort.
On Wednesday during dinner, 1
Why is everyone’s goal to make
am, of course, going to Vallartas to
someone vomit on his or her
get my 60-ounce margarita that is
birthday? Isn’t your birthday sup
posed to be one of the
best days of the year?
___
I used to look forward
to my birthday, but now
I’m having nightmares
about it. My phobia of
vomit and my desire to
actually remember my
birthday don’t make my
21st sound like that much
fun. Maybe some people
like that, but I don’t really
understand it.
My goal for my 21st has
made some people upset. I
want to go to Spike’s
downtown and bring my
underage roommates at
midnight on Tuesday (my birthday so famous. I’m planning on sharing
is on Wednesday).
as much of that as possible because
I think Spike’s is one of the most I-am going to the bars later.That is
creative bars downtown for letting vi^en all the people that want to
those under 21 sit at booths so they c ^ b ra te can do so with me.
can at least hang out with friends
^lMow here is where most people
who are of age. The thing about get most upset — I really would
this night that makes people upset only like to drink the special bar
is that I’m not going out at mid- drinks. I don’t want to have every

M

^

c o u r i ' e:sy p h o t o

Boxer Muhammed Ali lends some
of his well-known quotes, such as
“Fly like a butterfly, sting like a
bee,” to G.O.A.T. energy snacks.
than a bad taste, which is what
most health and energy snacks
have. The Jabs are the biggest type
and hold three servings to a bag.
The others are in single-serving
bags.
Next I tried the Shuffle. In
terms of packaging, they really hit
their mark with this one. The
shiny silver package actually looks
like a boxing glove. Inside are var
ious different types of goodies.
They call this an “energy crunch,”
but it’s more like an “energy party
mix.” There are some Jabs in
there, though, so watch out. The
other bits are actually a lot better:
Nuts covered in different flavored
shells, and sometimes there are
some crispy rice clusters. The fla
vor descriptions are a bit ambi
tious, to say the least.
For example, the description
forThrill-A Dill-A” reads: “Tastes
like a crunchy mix of sweet and
sour pickles served with a cooler
than cool yogurt dill dip.” I’m not
even sure that sounds appetizing,
but they still taste nothing like
that.
Be forewarned, this flavor of
Kumble comes packed with Jabs,
which should be “thrill-a manila” flavored. Not because of the
boxing reference, but because
they taste like envelopes. The Big
Bad BBQ flavor might not
remind you of the Fourth of July,
but it’s edible.
Finally, 1 skipped breakfast this

person buy me a drink
and have 20 drinks by
the time two hours have
gone by. I will give away
every drink I get past
my known limit.
Now, I know every
one thinks I can say that
and it will not happen,
but look at this. I am
writing an entire article
about how I don’t want
to be the stereotypical
2 1-year-old on their
birthday. 1 am very deter
mined not to be that person.
Even though I probably seem
very negative right now, I do have
some excitement. It will be nice to
be able to go to Pint Night or have
a beer with dinner while I’m out
every once in a while.
______
D on’t get me wrong
— I love drinking as
much as the average
college student. I do it
quite often, but it’s my
birthday! I want to
remember what hap
pens and not puke all
over myself in the
process.
Maybe it won’t be
as bad as everyone is
making it out to be. I
have heard some success stories; giving
drinks away and going
slow is the key, I have
heard.
That is the problem though —
there has to be a key to not thr<j\ifr
ing up and remembering every.thing on your birthday.
‘
So, who knows what will hap
pen this Wednesday night?_ Maybe^
I’ll remember and live’to ’ ted the”
story. Oh God,-d hope so!

W hy is everyone’s gpal to
make someone vomit on his
or her birthday? Isn’t your
birthday supposed to be one
of the best days of the year?
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• 1872 The Metropolitan M useum o f Art opens in N ew York City.
• 1909 Publication o f the “ Futurist Manifesto” in the French journal Le Figaro.

F ebruary 20

• 1921 The film “The Four H orsem en o f the Apocalypse,” starring Rudolph
Valentino, premieres.
• 1943 Am erican m ovie studio executives agree to allow the Office o f War
Inform ation to censor-m ovies.
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continued from page 7

morning and had a Kumble. These
are truit-tlavored crispy rice bars.
Aside from being excessively
chewy, like most energy bars, it was
actually pretty good. 1 had the Nuts
‘n’ Nana flavor and, to my surprise,
it actually tasted like banana nut
bread! Watch out for the other fla
vors, though: they have some of the
worst names imaginable: Fruit
Fight, Apple Flinched and last and
certainly least. W ho’s tKe Wango?
Honestly,
wouldn’t
Fruit
Funched”make about 100 times
more sense? Well, names aside,
these are by far the best of the
bunch.
G.O.A.T. IS an acronym for
“greatest of all time.” It’s an awk
ward name for an energy snack,
though, and leads to an even more
awkward Web site (www.goatfood.com). Still, aside from this and
the goofy flavor names, the packag

ing is really nice.The bags are shiny
and eye-catching, and also littered
with Ali quotes (even if his face
isn’t prominent enough). Some are
surprisingly apt to be on food con
tainers, too, like: “Eat your words!
Eat your words! 1 am the greatest.”
and “ I’m on everybody’s lips.”
Another good thing that the
snacks shared across the board was
that they were filling — a lot more
than a regular bag of chips. While
they didn’t deliver a huge spike of
energy, like a Ked Bull, it was more
of a sustained throughout the day
thing, like eating oatmeal.
I wanted to write this article like
one big joke. While I got my
chuckles in, I wanted to add my
own Ali quote to a package: “ I’m
so bad, I make medicine sick.” This
just is not the case though.
These are better than the aver
age energy snack, so if you are run
ning on empty, it might be a good
idea to step into the ring with a
G.O.A.T.

Would you eipect anything else from a

airline?
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Eddie Murphy’s tired fat suit
gags give ‘Norbit’ thumbs down
Rich Coleman
D aiiy C',oiin;iA N

There may have been a time
when we thought that Eddie
Murphy dressing up in a tat suit was
pure comedy gold.
There may have
been a time,
when Murphy
playing
several
different charac
ters in one movie
impressed us. But times have
changed.
“Norbit” is without a doubt the
worst movie o f 2007 thus far.
Granted, I haven’t seen every movie
released this year, but as long as
Eddie Murphy isn’t involved, con
sider it safe.
First, there’s the plot. Norbit is an
orphan who was raised in an
orphanage by Mr. Wong. He meets
Kate and they fall in love, but Kate
is taken away. Norbit meets
Rasputia, a bossy demon of a child
who forces him to be her boyfriend.
If you have half a brain, you can
figure out the ending of this movie
within the first 15 minutes. In this
movie, I’m not looking for an
impressive plot. What makes a g c K x l
comedy is interesting characters and
good writing.
Unfortunately, “Norbit” had nei
ther of these.
Let’s start with Rasputia. She is
despicable, one-dimensional and
horribly unattractive. One might
congratulate Eddie Murphy on his
acting skills with this particular

COURTESY PHOTO

Comedian Eddie Murphy adds another character, Rasputia, to his
long list of larger-than-life parodies in his new movie “Norbit.”
character. Obviously, if the audience
hates her so much, then he did his
job, right?
Wrong. We don’t hate Rasputia
because we love to hate her. We
hate this character because Eddie
Murphy and his crack team of
writers didn’t provide any develop
ment whatsoever. Her main pur
pose throughout the film is just to
be an obstacle for Norbit and to
provide humor through insipid
slapstick. She didn’t make me laugh.
She gave me a headache.
Norbit is the polar opposite of
Rasputia (big surprise) and a good
protagonist for the film. But, as you

may have guessed, his character
lacks development.
The only semi-redeeming thing
about this movie (and the only rea
son it isn’t receiving an F) was
Eddie Griffin and Katt Williams.
They were onscreen for about a
total of 20 minutes, but they pro
vided the biggest laughs as pimps
who try to help Norbit win over
Kate.
You could be doing something
more useful with your time, like
beating yourself over the head
repeatedly with a shovel. That’s
what watching this movie felt like
for me.

And the Winners Are...
Melissa Montecuollo

CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER

Ten Campus Express Club
members found a surprise in
their email boxes on Feb. 5,
they had just won $50.
Hamid A., Daniel A., Megan
B., Fred C ., Kelly F., Amber
H., Kelly L , Brigitte M., Devin
M,, and Tania R. were among
many who added value during
the month of January
At the beginning of every
quarter Campus Express Club
has a drawing among those
who add value to their
membership. Ten names are
drawn and awarded $50
added to their membership.
Amber H., a third year
biology major decided to get
campus express because it
was easy for her to get food
and supplies quickly. "I thought
it was ,a joke at first, but then
when i realized it was for real,

I was glad my mom had added
money to my card."
Students enjoy that Campus
Express Club is so easy to use
on campus. "I decided to join
Campus Express because it is
easier to carry my id card than
always carrying cash,” said
Kelly L., second year Art and
Design student, "i had to [get
C a m p u s E x p re s s C lu b ]
because I can not buy anything
with debit or credit on campus,"
said Ham id A ., electrical
engineering senior.
Campus Express Club can
be used at any of Cam pus
Dining's family of restaurants,
as well as at Pony Prints,
El Corral Bookstore, Student
Health Services and printing at
O penAcess computer labs.
“Printing out my assignment
at labs is nriy iriaip use, t^t |^H
paid advertisement

probably treat myself to a
Lucy’s now that I have extra
m oney on my card!" said
M e g a n B .,
th ird y e a r.
Kinesiology student.
Tania R. psychology junior
also enjoys being able to print
her papers at the library. “I was
definitely surprised when I won
because I didn’t even know
about the drawing."
There are several benefits
to being a part of Cam pus
Express Club. Not only do you
get great deals on your
purchases but you have a
chance to win $50.
"I am going to spend the
extra m oney on more hot
chocolate with whipped cream!
It's really cold in the mornings
at 7:30," said Kelly L.
To add value, call (805) 7535939 or visit www.calpoly
corporation.org/express
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a writer fill space, but also
f there is one thing that col gather up the villagers with
lets you use someone else’s
lege students really dislike, it flaming wooden stakes in
would have to be midterms. hand to defend the man, you
argument as your own, so
If there is one thing that I really just have to follow me here.
really, you can look smart
dislike^, it would have to be ice Remember, I said that I
at someone else’s expense^.
skating. If there is one thing that needed a topic that would
The next thing to do,
liberal students (and I’m sure even piss people off. So, whether I
when all else fails, is to use
some conservative students) at Cal believe he is funny or not'^ is
m ore o f your own
Poly dislike, it would have to be the irrelevant, as I wanted some
arguments to continue
Mustang
Daily
Republican thing that would really get
to piss your reader off.
columns, as proof shows in the your attention. 1 could have
Brian Eller did this beauti
“Letters to the Editor” section.
gone with gay marriage^,
fully when he stated that
Now, I’m not here to just rip separation of church and
he “yells at homeless peo
apart these Republican columnists, state^, or even more hip by
ple” as written in his Jan.
since whoever writes these trying to defend Britney
10 column. Likewise, “Vcolumns are fellow writers^ and 1 Spears’ shaved head^, but I’ll
Day is really just a
have to give them some respect as stick with good old Dane
fundraiser for groups like
we share the same pages of this Cook.
Equality
Now,
s y M iK e
paper. However, I’m going to give
The next step in writing
Feminist.com, gay and les
tie iM O W IT Z
you, my loyal reader all the tips that the column with this heated
bian centers, and Planned
you would need to know to write argument (with complete
Parenthood, which collect
respect, of course, to the current obscure magazine that I, along with most of the V-Day donations.”
these columns yourself.
So, if you don’t like the current Republican columnist) is to now niost o f you, probably never have Nice job, Eller. See how he put
Republican columns that totally find at least one, but not more heard of.
down all these groups in one fell
Going on with the article swoop?
bash parents who don’t spank their than, say, two articles to back
kids, bash the homeless, or bash the argument. In doing this, it though, it talks about how Dane
I’m going to go with something
will
show
that
you
did
some
Cook
has
stolen
jokes
from
come“The Vagina Monologues,” then
like, “Dane Cook just struts back
dian Louis C.K. Then, and forth on the stage, doesn’t
read up, because you can
___
make sure to include have any punch lines, and really
be the next great
the m ost im portant just yells instead of saying anything
Mustang Daily Political
... It will show that you
passage
like
so; funny. Oh plus he probably rapes
Columnist.
did
some
research,
albeit
“Listening to the two babies.” See what 1 did? We get
The first step is to pick
albums, there’s no denying some debatable argument followed
a topic that is going to
probably the first result or
certain
similarities. by a point that is so out o f line that
easily piss people off.
two
in
a
Google
search,
but
(C.K.’s) ‘Guy on a Bike’ in the end it will get the reader
To fully get my point
and
(Cooks’s) ‘Struck by a totally not even thinking about the
across in this column, as I
really, who’s checking?
Vehicle’ both wonder how rest of what was written.
do in my other columns,
to warn someone in a split
m choose an example
Well, that brings me to end of
second
that
they’re
about
and we’ll stick with it
another “Guide to Life.” Like
throughout to really make sure research, albeit probably the first to be hit by a car. C.K. yells ‘Bad always, 1 hope you learned some
we’re all learning here together.
result or two in a Google search, thing!’ while Cook sputters thing and that I’ll see your work
Let’s go with oh, I don’t know, but really who’s checking?
‘Uuuuuuuhhl’ In (C.K.’s) ‘Kid’s next quarter in the pages of the
Meanwhile, you don’t have to Names’ and (Cook’s) ‘My Son Mustang Daily.
Dane Cook really not being that
spend
too much time researching^. Optimus Prime’ both men discuss
fiinny at all. I’m completely aware
Xfike Heintountz is a jourttalistti
that this isn’t a political issue, hut So, in my argument about Cook, I giving children weird names, with
for the sake of making an argument would quote the article, “Take the C.K. choosing ‘FfiffHHfffff’ to senior and Mustang Daily humor
columnist. See who else ticks him off at
that will surely offend people^, Funny and R un” from the Radar Cook’s “R rrrrrrrrrrrrr.”’
Doing this not only helps you as mikeheimou'itz.com.
we’ll stick with it. Now, before you Magazine Online. See, it is an
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for grammar, profanities and
length. Letters, commentaries and car
toons d o not represent the views o f the
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250
words. Letters should include the w riter’s
full name, phone number, m ajor and class
standing. Letters must com e from a Cal
Pbly e-mail account D o not send letters

6 u i dß

k i) 'í¿

as an attachm ent Please send the text in
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com
By maih
Letters to the Editor
Building 26. R oom 226
Cal Pbly, SLO , C A 93407

corrections
T h e Mustang Daily staff takes pride in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
Fbly campus and the neighboring co m 

* And by dislike I mean “can’t do” but come on, even Superman wasn’t totally invincible.
^ Though obviously not as good looking, witty and humble as me.
^ I’m not sure why though.
^ Which I don’t think so.
^ How cliché.
^ Yaaaawn.
^ No way to defend it.
**Cause researching is for NERDS anyway, right? Who’s with me?
^ Bemg a hypocrite is OK though. Notice how I complain about joke stealing while I am argument stealing.
Oh, and stick with the Republican column. I think we all know that we must leave the “Guide to Life” to
the master. And no, you don't scare me.

munity. W e appreciate your readership
arxl are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your connection suggestions

to say?

to m ustangdaily@gm ail.com

notices
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T h e Mustang Daily is a "designated

Send a letter to
the editors!

public forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship o r advance approval.
T h e Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per; however, the removal of m ore than

3» th e BUNION

one copy of the paper per day is subject
to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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"Watch the hold on the left guard, Tubbo!"
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Thanks, SLXDPD, for ruining
my weekend.
Congratulations, San Luis Obispo
Police Department. You ruined Mardi
Gras...not. I would like to personally
thank the wonderful uniformed offi
cers that so graciously lent their time
to ruining my weekend, or so they
would have you believe.
Thanks to our men in blue, stu
dents were forced to avoid the obvi
ous DUl checkpoints by taking alter
nate routes, turn sprinklers on in
their front yards to deter potential
unwanted officers, and get hammered
playing slosh ball during the gor
geous daytitur weather we enjoyed. I
hope the effort was worth it, because
besides making law-abiding bar-goers
wait in ridiculously long lines only to
find next to no one inside, you suc
ceeded only in wasting all of our
time.Thanks again, and 1 truly hope
you’ve learned your lesson this year,
because here in SLO, we’ll always
continue to party-gras, beads or no
beads.
Erica Janoff
^Jfidustrial gigi^ee^^gjffftior
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3 M ustangs
receive Big West
weekly honors
including a pair of 3-pointers. The
Oceanside native converted 5 of 7
free-throw attempts and grabbed six
rebounds in 34 minutes of action.
Eggleston’s 25-point effort equals
the career high she established Jan. 7
in a 99-72 rout of UC Irvine.
S I'O K IS IN hO R M A M O N RKI'ORTS
Eggleston’s 25 points increased
C^il l\)ly senior forward Derek her career total to 982 and moved
Stockalper was named Big West her into seventh place on C^al Poly’s
C'onference Player of the Week on all-time scoring list.
Monday.
Softball
Stockalper earned the honor
One day after freshman right
when he scored a career-high 37
hander
Helen Peña tossed a com
points and set a school record with
nine 3-pointers in leading the plete game with 10 strikeouts to
Mustangs to a 92-87 win over help the Cal Poly softball team post
Portland State on Saturday. The an 8-2 upset of No. 6 and 2006
C^trlsbad native also led the team Women’s College World Series run
with 19 points in an 86-79 win over ner-up Northwestern, the effort
UC Santa Barbara this past was recognized by the Big West
Conference, which named her
Wednesday.
Stockalper set his career-high 37 Pitcher of the Week for the period
points when he made 13 of 20 shots ending Sunday.
In just her third career start, Peña
fixiin the floor and hit nine of 13 3pointers in the win over Portland (2-1) held Northwestern scoreless
and to three hits through the first
State.
five innings. Twice, Peña struck out
a Northwestern hitter to end an
Women’s Basketball
After tying a career high with 25 inning when the Wildcats had a pair
points in the C'al Poly women s bas of baserunners in scoring position.
She finished the afternoon hav
ketball team’s 71-68 unseating of
second-place UC Santa Barbara on ing scattered eight hits as Cal Poly
Saturday, senior forward Jessica completed UNLV’s Las Vegas Desert
Eggleston was named the Big West Classic with a 3-2 mark.
Peña finished the tournament
Conference’s Player of the Week on
with a team-leading 2.21 ERA and
Monday.
Against the Cauchos, Eggleston allowed just four earned runs in
sank 9 of 15 field-goal attempts. 12.2 innings.

Two basketball players
(D erek Stockalper and Jessica
Eggleston) and one softball
player (H elen Peña) were
given accolades M onday.
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Turner
continued from page 12

Turner also knows general manag
er AJ. Smith, who was an assistant to
the late John Butler in 2001. Smith
survived a power struggle with
Schottenheimer, who was fired last
Monday by team president Dean
Spanos, who cited a “dysfunctional
situation” between the coach and
CM.
Turner said he spoke with a hand
ful of players on Monday morning
and they seemed relieved there
wouldn’t be major changes.
“Everyone 1 talked to today said
one central thing; We want to win a
championship,” Turner said. “We’ve
been talking about it ever since 1 had
the opportunity to interview. If it
happens, it would be a heck of a deal
for all of us.”
It would certainly be a first. San
Diego lost its only Super Bowl
appearance, following the 1994 sea
son, and hasn’t won a playoff game in
12 years.
“Norv is a perfect fit for our
team,” said Tomlinson, whose
remarkable 2(M)6 season included
NFL records with 31 touchdowns
and 186 points, as well as his first
rushing title. “He will know exactly
what to do with our team.”
Turner was one of the master
minds behind the Dallas offenses led
by Hall of Famers Troy Aikman and
Michael Irvin and NFL career rush
ing leader Emmitt Smith. He was the
Ciowboys’ offensive coordinator for
three years, including when they
won the Super Bowl after the 1992
and ‘93 seasons.
The Chargers fell apart in their
playoff opener, a stunning 24-21 loss
to the New England Patriots.
Aikman credited Turner for get
ting the most out of the team’s great
talent. Aikman was so close with the
coach that he picked Turner to be his
pa*senter at his Hall of Fame induc
tion last year.
“I think ciaumstances have kept
him from having more success at
some of the places he’s been,”
Aikman said Monday. “I anticipate
that he’s going to be a ga-at fit for the
San I )iego C'hargers.”
While Schottenheimer had trou
ble winning in the postseason,
including going 0-2 in San Diego.
Turner had mnible winning in the
a'gular seastin. He was a combined
58-82-1 in two seasons as coach at
Oakland and not quite seven full sea
sons with Washington.
“I’m pa-tty much .iwaa- of who
he is and whea- he’s been,” A.J. Smith
■said. “But this isn’t Washington and
this isn't Oakland. It’s the San Diego
Cchargers.”
The Redskins and Raiders weaboth 4-12 when Turner ttKik over.
Turner pointed out that those
teams wea- near the bottom in the
NFL in both total offense and
defense.

DINO VOURNAS A.sscx:iATEI)

S TU D EN T
D ISC O U N T
Bring in your I.D. and save
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Norv Turner screams after a pass interference call in the second quarter
o f the Oakland Raiders’ game against the Kansas City Chiefs in
Oakland on Sept. 18, 2005. Turner, who was Bred after a 9-23 run with
the Raiders, got his third shot at an NFL head-coaching job when he
was hired Monday by the San Diego Chargers, a week after the surprise
firing of Marty Schottenheimer.
“When you’re in that situation,
you. can’t focus on one side of the
ball. You have to get better on both
sides of the ball,” he said. “Both of
those teams were prominently made
up of older, veteran players. This is
the complete opposite circumstance.
This team is near the top on both
sides of the ball.”
The C'hargers led the NFL with
492 points and 61 sacks.
While Turner might be viewed by
some as a safe pick, Spanos said the
C'hargers wea* swayed by his experi
ence and the chance at continuity.
“You can say whatever you want
to say,” Spanos s.ud. “If we hadn’t
made a change and we lost, we made
the wn>ng decision. If we dt> make
the change and we lose, we made the
wmng decision. So the rtet a*sult tif
all this is. thea*’s only one thing we
have to do this year, and that’s get
b.ick in the plawfls. Just get to the
[xistseason and win the first game, is
tnir goal. And then I think we’re off
tt) a gsKHl start.”
Turner beat s>ut 49ers assistant
he.id coach Mike Singletary, Chicago
defensive coordinator Ron Rivera,
Atlanta defensive coordinator Mike
Zimmer, New Orleans defensive
coordinator Clarv Ciibbs and
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Baltimore defensive coordinator Rex
Ryan.
“I’m looking at it and saying,‘This
is either real goixl or it’s real bad’ as it
started unfolding,” Turner said. “ It
turned out to be good.”
Turner interviewed Thursday, then
was brought back Sunday night,
shortly after Ciibbs finished his inter
view.
Turner took ovvr the Redskins in
1W4, going 49-59-1 with one trip to
the playofis, which a-sulted in a 1-1
record. He was fia*d by Dan Snyder
with three games left in the 2(MKI
se.ison. when he could pnxluce only
a 7-6 recoixl with a SUM) million n>ster.
After Teriy Robiskie coached the
last three games in 2lMK>, the
Redskins hired Scluntenheinier, who
went 8-8 in 2<HI| Ix-fore being fired
by Snyder. Schottenheimer was hired
bv’ the Cdiargers, a jt>b Turner inter
viewed for. Turner then became
Miami’s oflensive ax>rdinat(»r.
Turner was fired by the Raiders in
2( M)5 after gtiing 9-23 in two seastms.
San Francisco’s Mike Nolan
quickly hired Turner to take over the
NFL’s 32nd-ranked offense. He
helped Frank Ciore become the
N F(”s leading rusher in a breakout
season, and got progress from Alex
Smith.
Turner h.id been a front-runner
for the Dall.is head co.ichingjob that
went toW.ide I’hillips, who h.id been
San I )iego’s defensive axirdinator.

AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
- Northeast Pennsylvania (6/16-8/12/07) If you love children
and want a caring, fun environment we need Counselors and
instructors for our summer camp. We will be on the Cal Poly.
campus February 25th to conduct interviews.
Call 1-215-944-3069 or apply at www.campwaynegirls.co’m
______ Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!______
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G onzaga rolls past Portland, 8 7 -6 7
Assix iAiiti) m is s

SPOKANE, Wash. — Senior
Derek Raivio, playing his last home
game for Gonzaga, led the liulldogs
with 20 points Monday night as
they defeated Portland S7-67.
Matt llouldin scored IS points
tor Cionzaga (19-10, 0-3 West C^oast

Clonference) while reserves Micah
Downs and David Pendergraft
added career highs of 19 and 15
points, respectively.
Freshman Parker Emerson led
Portland (H-20, 4-S) with a seasonhigh 23 points. laishi Ito had 15
points for the Pilots, who have lost
eight in a row to Gonzaga and 22 of

Crossword
ACROSS

38 Picture starring
11D/55D

1 Carson
predecessor
5 1970’s-80s
Renault

10 Deck cleaner
14 Wheel holder
15 Tehran native
15 A Chaplin

20 M a i___
21 ' ___ homo" (cry
in John 19 5)

Lumberjack

44 Poetry Muse

Actor Delon

45 Bone-dry

Prot or Cath

51 Picture starring
11D55D
57 Give a pep talk
59 Pigeon-___

23 Picture starnng
11D/55D
25 Pundit Alan
2 7 ___ -night
doubleheader

61 Picture starnng
11D55D
54 Bone-Chilling;
Var.
65 Flared dress

2 8 ’ . . . ___ after"

65 Get in a stew

30 N F.L coaching
legend Don

67 Forum 42

33 Alder or elder

68 Fnars event

35 Runner
Sebastian

69 Sandberg of
Cooperstown
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1 CarboToader’s

43 PIN takers

60 'Eldorado’ rock
grp

22 Take care of

DOW N
fare

48 Hunter’s lure

17 Picture starnng
11D/55D

Edited by Will Shortz

42 A s ___ (SO fa r)

47 Elec, program
since 1933

the teams’ last 23 meetings.
Cionzaga led 47-21 at the half.
The Ikilldogs, trying to win their
seventh consecutive WCCi regularseason title, shot 52 percent from
the field and 41 percent on 3-pomters.
Portland shot 38 percent from the
field and 36 percent on 3-pomters.
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6 Hydrocarbon
suffix
t Very sweet and
full of calories
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10 Oklahoma
athlete

11 With 55-Down,
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star of this
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63

12 Common sprain
site

55^
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57

13 Diamond
comers
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Wiggle room

47 N .Y C . opera
venue

39 Realm of Ares

48 Neuter

56 Nick of
’ 48 HRS."

Yorkshire city

40 Lake Tahoe
state

49 Stand out

Neckline shape

41 'D am n

50 Oten of
'Saturday Night

58 Pre-1917
autocrat

Hardly
gregarious

45 Wife of 11D/55D 52 Skylit rooms

62 Showman
Ziegfeld

Weeder's tool

45 Bronte heroine
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The C"al Poly men’s tennis team
fell in the second round of the C^al
Poly Invitational, a round-robin dual
format tournament, to Sacramento
State, 6-1, Sundav
The loss drops the Mustangs’
overall record to 3-4.
Cal Poly notched the doubles
point but lost all six singles matches
to the Hornets, who have won five

six-on-six games. With less people on
the field, quarters are shorter, lasting
10 minutes instead of 15, and all play
ers are eligible to score.
When the team reaches a member
ship of 35 to 50 players, they can
make the transition to playing with 11
women on the field. Martin said that
the initial goal is to have a traveling
team and then work on building an
1Is team.
It is an experience that is unlike
most other sports available for
women
It’s a more in-depth look at foot
ball,” Dyer said. “More options — it’s
a full-contact sport. It’s another
avenue for women to experience
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Sacram ento State routs
Poly m en’s tennis team , 6-1
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of the last nine Hig Sky CAinference
championships.
The Mustangs’ top doubles team
of Matt Baca and Kyle Roybal
picked up a win in the No. 1 doubles
position over Sacramento State’s
Xavier Barajas-Smith and Hague Van
Dillen,H-4.
C"al Poly’s doubles team of Fred
1)eWitte and Nick Berger defeated
Anton Stryhas and Gabriel Loredo
of the Hornets, 8-4, in the No. 2 slot.
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playing sports.”
And since it is a full-contact sport,
blocking, one-handed catches and “all
the good things that comes along
with the game of football” are includ
ed, Dyer said.
“I play because I love the challenge
of the sport,” said Stacey Johnson, 29,
who has been playing with both Heat
teams for the past five years. “Every
day you learn something new and
push yourself to become a better
player. This has been an amazing
experience. 1 only hope it continues
to grow.”
But they’re more than just a team
— they’re like family. That’s a notion
the whole team seems to agree upon.
“I love the camaraderie,” Johnson
said. “The fact that we can come into
a practice and knock each other
around and leave as friends is great.
We’re all so competitive, constandy
pushing ourselves and others to work
harder and get better.”
This year, the team will be playing
against Boise State once again in its
season opener March 31, which
should prove to be a big game, Martin
said.
The team will play six regular-season games and hopes to reach the
championship in August for a second
time.
The team practices five days a
week, usually at Santa Rosa Park.
For more information, visit
www.myspace.com/centraIcoastheat.
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Poly swimming team
readies for Big West
Championships

PATRICK TRAUTFIELD FILE PHOTXi

Cal Poly junior Stuart Campbell competes in the 200 butterfly during the Mustang men’s swimming and
diving team’s 155-145 home win over Division II UC Santa Cruz on Jan. 15.

The Mustangs will be trying to Davis (733), UC Irvine (644.5) and Northridge at the championships
improve upon their fifth-place Pacific (615) but were ahead of Cal and see what happens after that.
State Northridge (292.5).
Cal Poly returns only one male
finishes from last year.
The Cal Poly women’s team’s top
performer all season, junior Stacey
Tristan Aird
Sorensen, said the Mustangs have
M USTANt: UAIIY
lofty goals.
Tom Milich has seen Olympic
“We’ve trained harder this year
competition up close and personal. than my other two years,” said
Cal Polys first-year swimming Sorensen, who will compete in the
and diving head coach was an assis 50, 1(K) and 2(K) freestyles. “I have
tant on the 1988 U.S. Olympic really high expectations for the
team, which took eight gold team. Everyone’s really excited and
medals, six silvers and four bronzes. ready to see what’s going to hapBut Milich feels the Big West pen.
Conference Championships, which
The Cal Poly women have
begin Wednesday at the Belmont Division I wins this season over Cal
Plaza Olympic Pool in Long Beach, State Northridge and the University
could be more exciting than the of San Diego. Sorensen’s personal
Olympics in some respects.
bests this season are 24.15 seconds
“ I haven’t been to a college in the 50 freestyle, 52.42 in the 1(X)
championship for the last few freestyle and 1:55.26 in the 2(K)
years,” said Milich, a former Fresno freestyle, all team season-bests.
State coach who served as director
“My expectations for myself are
of the Clovis Swim Club from 1992 pretty high too,” Sorensen said. “I
to 2006. “There aren’t many meets had kind of a disappointing end of
as exciting as college champi the season last year, so I would love
onships. The NCAA meet is proba to do a little better this year.”
bly more exciting than the Olympic
Sorensen said Milich has made a
Games in the fact that you’re going significant impact on the program.
for team championships. Everyone’s
“I think that he’s doing an excel
there for one purpose and one goal. lent job,” Sorensen said. “I imagine
At the collegiate level, conference it’s tough to come into a team and
championships and NCAA meets have to start over. He did a good job
are what swimming’s all about.”
not only making it so he’s in charge,
Both the Cal Poly women’s and but he kept some of our traditions
men’s teams finished fifth among six around. He pushed us harder than
teams at last year’s event. The we’ve ever been. He pushed me
women scored 249.5 points, behind harder. We have a lot of good
UC Santa Barbara (785), UC Davis recruits we’ve been looking at. I
(756), UC Irvine (722.5) and Pacific think the program’s going to take
(615), and ahead of Cal State off.”
Northridge (247). With 293 points,
For now, Milich hopes the
the men trailed UCSB (821), L f c /M w ta n » ' tan. get tó r.G a l State’
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scorer — sophomore Kellen
Ranahan — who finished in the top
eight at last year’s championships,
and no women in that category.
Ranahan achieved high school
All-American status six times in
respective events from 2002-05 at
College Park High in Pleasant Hill.
Milich said other swimmers he is
counting on for the men’s team
include freshmen Corwin Di Dio
and Thomas Kruip.
O f Kruip, Milich said: “Raw tal
ent. He’s never been on a club team
before, but in time, he’s going to be
great. Even at this meet, he’s going
to surprise some people.”
On the women’s side, Milich said
that Sorensen will likely be joined
in
contention
by
freshman
Christina Shilling, who is currently
entered in five events.
Milich said, however, that he and
Shilling will decide once they arrive
in Long Beach whether she will
swim in events other than the 50,
1(K) and 2(X) freestyles — such as
the 2(X) IM or 5(X) free.
The championships run through
Saturday. Sorensen said the four-day
grind of competing as a team is dif
ficult, but that this is the time all the
increased training under Milich
could come into play from an
endurance standpoint.
“ It gets tough by Saturday,”
Sorensen said. “Everyone’s feeling
the whole meet. We train all year
long and start our taper, so our bodiesare ready fot such a-long meet.'

Local womens football
team continues to grow
The Central Coast Heat won
a national title w ith a 3 2 -0
rout o f Boise State last season.
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANG DAILY

Football is no longer the maledominated sport its name and image
conveys. And the Central Coast Heat,
an all-women, full-contact football
team, is out to continue breaking this
stereotype.
“Team drills, conditioning, and
anything else they do, we do, with the
obvious difference being that they’re
men and we’re women. Other than
that, it’s football,” team captain
Knengi Martin said.
In its second season, the Central
Coast Heat is a part o f the
Independent Women’s Football
League, which is comprised of more
than 1,(XX) women and 30 nonprofit
teams nationwide.
Though still young, the team’s his
tory runs a little deeper.
When the small recreational
league containing the San Luis
Obispo Heat dissolved in 2(X)5,a rep
resentative from the IWFL contacted
Martin, one of the Heat’s players who
had also tried out for a San Diego
women’s football team a few years
before, about starting a team based on
the Central Coast.
Rallying many former Heat play
ers behind her, including coach
Edward ITyer, Martin and the rest of
the team entered their inaugural
IWFL season in the fall of 2(X)5.
Because the team’s players hail
fiorn Santa Maria in the south, San
Miguel in the north and anywhere in
between, the more neutral team
name of Central C'oast Heat was
decided upon.
Last year, the team mostly consist

ed of previous San Luis Obispo Heat
players, Martin said.
However, through advertising and
word of mouth, they “were lucky to
get new players who are really an
asset to the team” added to the roster.
But this has provided the team
with a good base, one that perhaps
led to its 32-0 national championship
win last year over Boise State.
“A championship takes hard work
and dedication fk>m the players and
the staffing coach,” Martin said. “We
already have a strong foundation,
though. And with a strong founda
tion, it’s much easier to build a strong
entity — there’s less of a chance for it
to collapse. We can grow and build as
a team.”
Tryouts for the 2(X)7 season were
held Jan. 28.
“Right now, we’re looking to get
(information about the team) out
there, expand it,” Dyer said. “There’s a
lot of girls out there, especially
between the colleges — Cuesta and
Cal Holy in San Luis Obispo, and
Allan Hancock in Santa Maria. We
have a lot of potential to grow.”
Though able to use the resources
of the IWFL to market and promote
women’s football, teams operate
independently, focusing their efforts
on targeted local audiences. In the
case of the Heat, running the team is
a five-person board of directors that
oversees fundraising efforts, coordi
nates practicing facilities and ultinutely helps the team grow.
Eventually, the board, as well as
everyone else involved, hopes to
expand the team from its current par
ticipation in the “sixes” league (sixon-six games) to the standard 11player format, Martin said.
With the 15 or so women who
currently play on the team, they play
see Heat, page 11

Chargers hire Turner to
replace Schottenheim er
San Diego's choice for its new
head coach, Norv Turner, has
won only 58 of 141 games
and appeared in the playoffs
once in a nine-year NFL
head-coaching career.
Bernie Wilson
ASSLKTATEI)

press

SAN DIEGO — The San Diego
Chargers certainly were aware that
Norv Turner was 24 games under
.5(X) and made only one playoff
appearance in his nine seasons as an
NFL head coach.
It didn’t scare them off in the
slightest.
Turner gtit his third shot at a top
job when he was given a four-year
contract Monday to take over a team
that went an NFL-best 14-2 before
melting down in the playoffs and
then in the front office.
The hiring came a week after the
surprise
firing
of
Marty
Schottenheimer and less than 24
hours after the Chargers finished
interviewing the last of six candi
dates. Turner syas the only one with

NFL head coaching experience and
the only one from the offensive side
of the ball.
The Chargers also hired Ted
C'ottrcll as defensive ctxirdinator.
While the immediate reaction by
fans was lukewarm, the Chargers
pointed to Turner’s previous experi
ence and the chance at continuity.
Turner was San Diego’s offensive
coordinator in 2(X)1, when he
installed the system that helped carry
LaDainian Tomlinson to the league
MVP award in 2(X)6.
“This isn’t a team where you’re
rebuilding,” said Turner, who had
been San Francisco’s offensive coor
dinator. “We should start fa,st. We
should be good early and we should
be gLKxl late. Not having to go
through the normal things you have
to go through when you make a
coaching change is going to help the
players more than anyone.”
Turner has done well working
with young players, and quarterback
Philip Rivers is expected to benefit
ftoni his tutelage. Rivers was voted
to the Pro Bowl as a first-year starter,
but tailed off down the stretch.
see Turner, page 10

